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Abstract
Flow Based Market Coupling is the target model for determining exchange capacities in the internal European Electricity
Market. It has been in operation in Central Western Europe since 2015 and is scheduled to be extended to the wider Core
region in the near future. Exchange capacities have a significant impact on market prices, exchanges and the energy mix,
thus also determining the CO 2 footprint of electricity generation in the system. Stakeholders therefore need to develop
an understanding for the impact of Flow Based Market Coupling and the parameter choice, like the minimum exchange
capacities introduced in 2020, on the market outcome. This article presents a framework to model Flow Based Market
Coupling and analyse the impact of different levels of regulatory induced minimum trading capacities as well as the effect
of the extension towards the Core region. Electricity prices, exchange positions and the number and nature of binding
constraints in the market results under different market coupling scenarios are investigated. The results show that increased
level of minimum trading capacities in CWE market coupling decrease the German net export position by up to 7TWh
or 23%, while French exports increase by up to 10TWh or 9%. The different transfer capacity in the scenarios induce a
price difference of up to 13%. Increased exchange capacities allow for more base load generation with the corresponding
effects for the CO 2 emissions of the system. The nature of coupling constraints is highly dynamic and dependent on the
system state, which makes the suitability of static NTC values in energy system scenarios questionable.

Keywords Flow Based Market Coupling · Remaining available margin · Zonal pricing · Electricity grid · Electricity
market · Congestion management

1 Introduction

Electricity wholesale prices are the basis for many analy-
ses in energy economics, where cost of electricity impacts
investment decisions in generation and demand technolo-
gies. Market results also determine the emissions of the
energy sector as well as the degree to which renewable en-
ergy systems can economically feasibly be integrated into
the energy system. For many detailed studies with reduced
spatial scope, prices and emissions of “electricity from the
grid” play a crucial role, be it in the context of energy
autonomous municipalities, energy concepts for districts,
diffusion scenarios of PV battery storage systems or elec-
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tric mobility. The price and generation technology for the
majority of procured electricity in Europe is determined on
the Day-Ahead market, by the Single Day-Ahead Coupling
(SDAC). After Bulgaria joined on 9 March 2021, SDAC
covers about 95% (1,500TWh/year) of the EU’s consump-
tion (ENTSO-E (2021a)).

Market Coupling and the respective determination of
available transfer capacities have a large impact on the
outcome of electricity markets. It allows for the efficient
utilization of physical transport capacities and increases
liquidity in markets (Next Kraftwerke (2021)), impacting
energy mix, fuel consumption and CO 2 emissions in the
coupled market zones. In large parts, the market coupling
between price zones is based on bilateral exchange capac-
ities, so-called Net Transfer Capacities (NTC), which are
also widely applied scenario-based energy system anal-
yses. While easy to apply, NTCs cannot account for the
physical reality in meshed electricity networks, because
they do not reflect how exchanges affect each other. This
is due to the fact, that power flows follow the physical
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parameters of the network and only partly match commer-
cial exchanges. To overcome these limitations, the Flow
Based Market Coupling (FBMC) methodology was pro-
posed and implemented in the Central Western Europe
(CWE) region in May 2015, to explicitly consider grid
constraints in the process. FBMC is the target model for
the internal electricity market and is planned to be intro-
duced in the larger Core region in 2021, then covering the
borders of the bidding zones Austria, Belgium, Croatia,
Czech Republic, France, Germany/Luxembourg, Hungary,
the Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Slovenia and Slovakia
(ENTSO-E (2020a)). Apart from desirably allowing for
larger exchanges compared to NTC market coupling, the
flow based (FB) methodology also allows for a more trans-
parent representation of market coupling constraints, which
makes it possible to attribute exchange limitations to single
grid elements (Marjanovic et al (2018)).

Unfortunately, these advantages come at a price and re-
sult in largely increased input data sets covering the trans-
mission grid topology and parameters, spatially resolved
generation units, the ability to produce regionalized ca-
pacity allocations and output for new-built power plants
(especially decentralized renewable energy sources (RES)),
which are necessary for the adequate simulation and analy-
sis of present and future energy systems. For market mod-
ellers and practitioners alike, it is important to develop an
understanding for the implications FBMC has on the Eu-
ropean Electricity Market. In particular, to assess the dif-
ference between the application of FBMC and the well-
known NTC constraints, with respect to the most relevant
scenario outcomes like electricity prices, exchange posi-
tions and emissions resulting from the energy mix.

In this article, a framework, which enables this evalua-
tion, is presented and the effects of different market cou-
pling approaches are quantified in real-world scenarios for
the inter-connected European electricity market. Section 2.1
revisits the main concepts of FBMC to facilitate the reader’s
appreciation of the following literature review on FBMC in
Sect. 2.2. The developed model and the analysed scenarios
are presented in Sect. 3. Section 4, covers the main findings
and assesses the magnitude of change for market outcomes
for the year 2025 using NTC and FB constraints. Moreover,
the impact of minimum exchange capacities (minRAM) in-
troduced in 2020 on the outcome of FBMC are investigated.
In Sect. 5, the limitations of the presented approach and
wider implications of the results are discussed. Section 6
concludes and gives an outlook on future research.

2 Flow basedMarket Coupling

FBMC was introduced in the CWE region in 2015 to bet-
ter account for the physical electricity network constraints

in the market clearing procedure. The goal is to increase
cross-border capacities, promote supplier competition, in-
crease grid security and minimize prices across in the mar-
ket zones (Next Kraftwerke (2021)). This Section revisits
methodology and important concepts of FBMC to provide
the reader with context for the following literature review
and the remainder of the article.

2.1 Methodology

For the calculation of FBMC the information gap, which
arises from the zonal market design in the European elec-
tricity markets has to be closed. Due to the separation of
electricity suppliers and grid operators accompanied by the
clearing of anonymous bids at the energy exchange, the
grid operators cannot know which power plants participate
in additional commercial exchange and thus how much the
grid infrastructure is loaded. For the necessary calculation
of available transmission capacities, the grid operators have
to approximate the market outcome to forecast the grid uti-
lization. This approximation is called the base case, which
consists of the forecasted demand, supply, exchange posi-
tion and grid topology.

In the European market design, bidding zones are re-
garded as (almost) free of congestion. This limits the grid
elements, which are considered in the market clearing to
constrain commercial exchanges. The relevant elements
are identified with linearized sensitivity factors called
Power Transfer Distribution Factors (PTDF). Only lines
and transformers, which are affected by cross-border ex-
changes above a certain threshold (often 5 percent, e.g.
CREG (2017)) are included. This selection threshold is
referred to as PTDF threshold for the remainder of the
article. Because the market outcome has to result in a
secure grid operation, possible grid outages, which reduce
the available capacity on the lines, are considered. Only
a limited number of contingencies have a critical impact
on the grid, threatening security. Contingency screening
is performed to identify the most relevant outages, which
are then included as additional constraints. The relevant
grid elements are called Critical Network Elements under
a Contingency (CNEC). In this article, outage constraints
are included in the FBMC if the line loading in the outage
simulation lies above a certain threshold referred to as
CNEC threshold.

Without the information which bid at the energy ex-
change is linked to which generator and thus unable to
exactly determine the effect of commercial exchanges on
the network elements, the grid operators have to develop
strategies to approximate the impact of trade results on the
grid. This is accomplished by assigning linear participation
factors to generators, which distribute the delta in net ex-
port position (NP) of a market zone to the generators most
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Table 1 Literature overview on articles covering FBMC

Reference Scope and Conclusion

Category I: Conceptual work on stylized examples or reduced temporal resolution

Kurzidem (2010) Analysis of market power in zonal power markets with FBMC constraints

Mekonnen and Bel-
mans (2012)

Propose an algorithm for the integration of phase shifting transformers into FBMC. The impacts are evaluated on a
stylized 3-zone example system

Marien et al (2013) Analyse the impacts of Generation Shift Key strategy and Flow Reliability Margin on the outcome of FBMC in a
stylized system representing CWE with changing zonal configurations. Smaller zones reduce the uncertainty of Flow
Reliability Margin. Generation Shift Keys should reflect best available forecast

Schavemaker and
Beune (2013)

Compare FBMC and NTC market coupling in a stylized system. FBMC generally offers superior competition for
scarce capacity compared to NTC market coupling. Scarcity of transmission capacity has to be represented by zones
to be subject to market allocation

Sores et al (2013) Present a FBMC model for Czech republic, Slovakia and Hungary, which is evaluated for the first week of 2012.
Complex bids are included in a MIQP formulation

Hagspiel et al (2014) Present a framework for power system extension considering FBMC. The approach is tested in a 3-node system and
then extended to a 200-bus representation of the European transmission system

Bjorndal et al (2018) Analyse FBMC on stylized 3, 6 and 24 bus grids for single hours. The identified increased social welfare in the mar-
ket results comes at the cost of higher re-dispatch

Felten et al (2019) The basic concepts of FBMC and sensitivities of certain parameter variations are analysed on a stylized 4-node exam-
ple. A framework for FBMC in CWE region is presented

Byers and Hug (2020) Compare different approaches for the base case, re-dispatch and market clearing on a 3-zone system for one month.
The base case resembling the nodal result leads to lowest system cost

Lang et al (2020) Present an approach for integrating grid constraints in the spot market evaluated on a stylized central European re-
gion (29 nodes) labelled FBMC. The article highlights the importance to integrate FBMC in market and grid analyses
instead of NTC market coupling to have a more adequate representation of physical constraints

Poplavskaya et al
(2020)

Propose the integration of nodal information for some generators in the spot market to relieve critical branches. The
approach is evaluated on a two zone, 6 node system

Schönheit et al (2020) Present an open-access model including a test network for experiments with the FB methodology

Felten et al (2021) Compare FBMC to a nodal market clearing in a stylized single hour, 4-node system. Conclude that the closer the
approximation of the base case is, the lower the welfare losses by FBMC are, compared to nodal pricing

Henneaux et al (2021) Present a FBMC framework for a 3 area, 96-bus system. In this setup the impact of minimum threshold for cross-
zonal capacities (minRAM) are investigated. Different re-dispatch schemes and the resulting implications on welfare
are analysed

Weinhold and Mieth
(2021)

Formulate a probabilistic FBMC, which includes uncertainty in RES generation in the Flow Reliability Margin in a
118-bus system. The reduced exchange in the probabilistic Day-Ahead market clearing proves more robust against
real-time deviations than deterministic FBMC

Category II: Reduced temporal or spatial scope of real-world systems /Analysing specific aspects (mainly in CWE)

van den Bergh et al
(2016)

Presents the key concepts of FBMC as applied in the CWE and identify challenges with regard to the transparency of
the process

Dierstein (2017) Analyses the impact of different Generation Shift Key Strategies on the market outcome for the CWE region in 16
time steps. The different strategies have significant impact on line flows; however, the reduced temporal resolution
limits the possibility to generalize results

Finck et al (2018) Compare the impact of six different Generation Shift Key strategies on market outcome in CEE region for a scenario
in 2020. Results show that the difference compared to NTC market coupling is larger than the impact the GSK strate-
gies have on the energy mix in the investigated zones

Sebestyen et al (2018) Analyse the impact of three Generation Shift Key strategies in the grid of Belgium and highlight the possible impacts
on the FB domain

Felling et al (2019) Price zone configuration for market coupling in CWE and Switzerland is investigated under FBMC. Improved bidding
zones can reduce re-dispatch needs by over 90%. New zones reduce producer rents in Germany and outside CWE,
while increasing it in France

Matthes et al (2019) Compare different level of minimum capacitites in the CWE region on market results and resulting congestions in the
grid. Although increased minimum capacities increase welfare in the market results, the FB results no longer repre-
sents physical reality in the grid making additional remedial actions necessary

Bo et al (2020) FBMC is applied in the Nordic area with exogenous FB parameters from 2017 for scenario years 2020, 2022 and
2022 with increased wind generation. Price differences between zones are reduced and FBMC allows Nordic to export
more energy
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Table 1 (Continued)

Kristiansen (2020) Qualitative comparison of FB and NTC market coupling. Summary of historic parallel runs and implications for prac-
titioners. Highlights the difficulties to understand and replicate FBMC for traders as well as the necessity to develop
models, which are capable of replicating FB market fundamentals in the medium/long-term

Makrygiorgou et al
(2020)

Compare NTC and FB market coupling for several zonal combinations on South Eastern Europe utilizing the Com-
mon Grid Model of this region. A single day is analysed considering the inter-connectors as critical branches. Larger
trading capacities are offered under FBMC than NTC market coupling

Schönheit et al
(2021a)

Analyse three levels of minRAM in the CWE region in combination with three different GSK strategies. Due to com-
putational burden, only two weeks of 2016 are analysed. For all analysed scenarios, the welfare gains in the market
are more than offset by losses in the congestion management. The unequal share of welfare effects between con-
sumers and producers is highlighted. Largest welfare effects are reported for increased minRAM from 20% to 45%

Schönheit et al
(2021b)

Historic CNECs are matched to model data and additional constraints added to the problem to resemble historic flows.
Afterwards, different GSKs are evaluated for FB market coupling for one week in 2018 for CWE FBMC. The poten-
tial beneficial effect of GSKs on the size of the FB domain is highlighted with the remark that for the welfare evalua-
tion redispatch cost have to be included in the analysis

Weinhold (2021) Constructs a 2020 and 2030 scenario for CWE based on open data and compare different minimum trading capacity
levels (minRAM) with regard to market effects and welfare including congestion management

Zad et al (2021) Propose a clustering approach for FB domains to incorporate FBMC into adequacy studies

Category III: Frameworks for comprehensive system analysis considering FBMC

Carlini et al (2020) Present a detailed FBMC model for the Italy North Capacity Calculation Region for the year 2017 with real-world
grid data. The approach resembles CWE FBMC. Results show higher import and lower prices in Italy compared to
NTC market coupling

Matthes et al (2017) Present a framework to include security constraints efficiently into FBMC in large power systems. Additionally, a
linearization of Generation Shift Keys over time is proposed to reduce computational complexity

Marjanovic et al
(2018)

Investigate the effect of an extended FB region (adding Denmark West, Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovenia,
Slovakia and Italy North to CWE).The NTCs in the scenario lead to larger re-dispatch needs than FB results, while the
extended FB region increases price convergence and results in a slight shift in net positions

Wyrwoll et al (2018) Propose a FBMC framework and evaluate it in a 2025 scenario for an extended Core region without the consideration
of contingencies

Wyrwoll et al (2019) Analyse the impact of different base case methods on the market outcome for FBMC at the German borders (except
Switzerland). An NTC approach performs better, if NTCs are appropriately selected, while power flow analysis at
zero net positions allows incorporating the explicit grid expansion state. Due to an applied minimum capacity, results
do not differ much

likely participating in this change. These factors are called
Generation Shift Keys (GSK).

Having determined the relevant grid elements to incor-
porate in the market coupling and having forecasted the
effects of a change in net position on the power flows, the
grid operators have to determine the Remaining Available
Margin (RAM) on these grid elements, which can be used
for commercial exchanges. Due to the meshed nature of
the European transmission grid, even in situations with bal-
anced net positions, CNECs are loaded to a certain degree.
The RAM is the remaining capacity, deducting the physical
transmission capacity by loop and transit flows and a secu-
rity factor to account for uncertainties in the FB calculation
process (Flow Reliability Margin).

Within the Clean Energy Package (European Commis-
sion (2019)), the regulator has introduced a minimum share
of physical capacities, which need to be made available for
commercial exchange, the so-called minRAM. These min-
imum capacities were introduced in 2020, but allowed for
derogations so they only come into full use in the year 2025.

2.2 State of Research

The body of literature on FBMC has been growing in recent
years and is summarized in Table 1. It can be classified into
three groups with regard to the scope of the analysis all of
which provide important insights into different aspects of
FBMC, which are presented in the following.

The first group incorporates mainly conceptual work
regarding FBMC (Kurzidem (2010), Mekonnen and Bel-
mans (2012), Marien et al (2013), Schavemaker and Be-
une (2013), Sores et al (2013), Hagspiel et al (2014), Lang
et al (2020), Poplavskaya et al (2020)) and fundamental re-
search of parameter choice like base case calculation (Byers
and Hug (2020), Felten et al (2021), minimum capacities
(Henneaux et al (2021)) or Flow Reliability Margin (Wein-
hold (2021)) in the FBMC methodology. The research is
mainly performed on stylized systems or with reduced spa-
tial or temporal resolution, but provides important insights
on what to keep in mind when applying FBMC to real life
scenarios. While qualitative conclusion can be derived from
the results, quantitative interpretation remains difficult due
to the difference to real-world systems.
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Fig. 1 Overview of input pa-
rameters and model flow

The second group covers analyses of FBMC on real-
world systems but with reduced temporal or spatial scope.
The majority of research in this group covers the analysis
(van den Bergh et al (2016), Kristiansen (2020)) or simu-
lation of (historic) FBMC results in the CWE region (Dier-
stein (2017), Felling et al (2019), Matthes et al (2019),
Schönheit et al (2021a), Schönheit et al (2021b), Weinhold
(2021)). Some articles look at different sub-regions, where
the effects of FBMC are analysed, e.g. Finck et al (2018),
who analyse different GSK strategies in the Central Eastern
Europe region, Makrygiorgou et al (2020), who compare
FBMC to NTC market coupling in several zonal combina-
tions in South Eastern Europe and Bo et al (2020), who
compare FBMC and NTC market coupling in the Nordic
region. Zad et al (2021) propose a clustering approach for
the flow based domain in the CWE region.

A key insight from groups one and two is that base
case and Generation Shift Keys need to match realisation
as close as possible for FBMC to have a cost-efficient out-
come (e.g. Marien et al (2013). For GSK strategy “pro rate”
seems to be a common understanding for good fit (Felten
et al (2021), Schönheit et al (2020)). This follows the same
idea of a close match of GSK and base case with reali-
sation, hence GSKs based on the specific base case seem
reasonable. Some authors raise awareness, that the analy-
sis of cost-effectiveness and welfare impacts should not be
limited to the analysis of market results, but need to in-
corporate the congestion management, which is necessary

to ensure secure grid operation (Schönheit et al (2021b),
Felten et al (2021)).

The third group of research consists of more compre-
hensive frameworks, which are capable of analysing the
effects of FBMC in full-scale, consistent energy system
scenarios, including an explicit grid representation with ex-
pansion path, power plant and RES (de-) commissioning
with hourly resolution as well as the relevant methodologi-
cal variety necessary for quantitative analysis of FBMC in
the wider European context. Carlini et al (2020) present a
detailed FBMC model for the Italy North capacity calcu-
lation region and while the real common grid model for
this region is used, the framework considers a reduced flow
based region not covering the Core region and is limited
to historic data. Matthes et al (2017) present a framework
to include security constraints into the FBMC methodology
efficiently in large-scale power systems but are limited in
scope to the CWE region. Marjanovic et al (2018) analyse
the effect of an increased flow based region, which includes
Italy North and Denmark West but misses Croatia and Ro-
mania not resembling the Core capacity region. Wyrwoll
et al (2018) cover the Core region but neglect security con-
straints. Wyrwoll et al (2019) analyses the affect of base
case methods in a focus region covering Germany and the
electric neighbours. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
no framework has been presented, which is capable of cov-
ering FBMC with an hourly resolution and accounting for
security constraints, with a nodal representation of the Core
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Fig. 2 Electricity network
model for the Core region for
the scenario year 2025

region including consistent scenario information regarding
grid expansion, power plant fleet and demand development.
Such a framework is necessary to adequately assess quan-
titative implications of FBMC on the European Electricity
Markets in the near future after the extension of the flow
based region to the Core capacity calculation region. The
article at hand presents a framework capable of these re-
quirements and quantifies the implications of FBMC for
several scenarios in the CWE and Core region.

3 Modelling Framework

This Section presents the modelling framework, which is
used for the analysis. It introduces the modelling scope in
Sect. 3.1 and provides information on the input data for the
analysed scenarios in Sect. 3.2.

3.1 Model Description

The presented model framework consists of a Day-Ahead
wholesale market model and a transmission grid model.
Both models use the same input data, which are aggregated
to bidding zone level for the zonal market simulation. The
market model is used for NTC market simulations, which
also represent the base case for FBMC, and to solve the
market coupling with the derived FB constraints. The model
structure is shown in Fig. 1.

The market model covers a unit-wise representation of
the European thermal power plant fleet, which is based on

Platts (2016), including the member states of the EU-27,
except for Malta, Cyprus and Ireland, extended for Alba-
nia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Great Britain, Kosovo, North
Macedonia, Montenegro, Norway, Serbia and Switzerland.
For the regionalization of renewable energy sources and de-
mand, the methodology and weather data presented in Sled-
nev et al (2017) and Slednev et al (2018) are applied. The
NTC results of the model are used as base case from which
power flows on the relevant grid elements are determined
in normal operation and contingency cases for relevant out-
ages. Additionally, the GSKs are determined for each grid
node according to the generators energy output in the base
case, as described in Sect. 2.1.

The grid model is the detailed transmission grid model
presented in Ruppert et al (2020), which is extended for
the countries to complete the Core region (Croatia, Hun-
gary, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia) and the high voltage
direct current (HVDC) inter-connectors to neighbouring
bidding zones. Grid data for these countries are based on
ENTSO-E (2021b) and ENTSO-E (2016) including expan-
sion measures from the Ten Year Network Development
Plan (TYNDP) 2018 (ENTSO-E (2018)) and national ex-
pansion plans, where applicable. The grid model is used
for power flow studies, contingency screening and to derive
the sensitivity matrix (PTDF), which are calculated using
MATPOWER (Zimmerman et al (2011)).

The market coupling problem for each market time unit
(e.g. hour) can be formulated as a linear optimization prob-
lem with the objective of maximizing social welfare given
by Eqs. 1–13 in Appendix 1.
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Table 2 Flow based parameter selection for the scenario calculations

Scenario FB region minRAM

NTC – –

FB1 CWE 20%

FB2 CWE 70%

FB3 Core 70%

3.2 Scenarios

For the investigations, several scenarios for the year 2025
are used. Hence, the grid expansion state is a snapshot of
2025 including various expansion measures from the ex-
pansion plans. Figure 2 shows the transmission grid used
in the study, where 380kV lines are shown in red, 220kV
lines in green and HVDC lines in blue. The grid con-
sists of 3,384 busses at 1,686 substations, with 6,680 AC
lines and transformers, 24 HVDC lines (including inter-
connectors) and 344 reactive power compensation elements.
The installed capacity for thermal power plants is cho-
sen according to Platts (2016) following assumption on
the economic lifetime of power plants and already known
decommissioning decisions. The installed capacity of re-
newable energy sources is chosen according to the “Best
Estimate” scenario for 2025 from ENTSO-E (2018). For
the regional allocation, the generation profiles of renew-
able energies and temperature dependent load character-
istics, weather data from the year 2016 have been used.
To build a consistent scenario, the non-availability of con-
ventional power plants correspond to the outages reported
on the ENTSO-E transparency platform for the year 2016
(ENTSO-E (2021c)). The NTC values for the market sim-
ulations are chosen according to the ENTSO-E Mid-term
Adequacy Forecast 2020 (ENTSO-E (2020b)), including
the explicit profiles where given, but neglecting the stochas-
tic unavailability. Also included are the external constraints
for the Polish bidding zone. The market simulation is per-
formed for 8,760 hours in weekly blocks. Storage optimiza-
tion for pumped hydro storage power plants is performed
for a weekly time horizon, where the state-of-charge is
forced to 50% in the first and last time step, allowing for de-
coupling and calculation in parallel of the weekly blocks.
Apart from Italy, which is modelled in two zones (Italy
North and others), the market zones correspond to the bid-
ding zones as they are present in the Day-Ahead market
coupling. Reserves and strategic bids are omitted.

The different FB parameters for the experiments are
given in Table 2. The scenario “NTC” represents the base
case for the FB simulations and consists of a market simu-
lation with NTC coupling constraints for the entire region.
In scenario “FB1”, FBMC is applied in the CWE region,
with a minRAM criterion of 20% as it was in use in CWE
until 2020. In scenario “FB2”, FBMC is also applied in the

CWE region, but the minRAM level is increased to 70%
as intended by the Clean Energy Package. The scenario
“FB3” also applies a minRAM level of 70%, but extends
the geographic coverage of FBMC to the Core region. For
all scenarios the PTDF threshold is chosen to 5% and the
CNEC threshold to 80% to ensure comparability.

4 Results

For the three FB scenarios, the change in electricity prices,
the net export position and the binding line constraints are
analyzed. The average electricity price is shown in Fig. 3.
As stated in Sect. 3.2, Italy is modelled in two price zones.
Nevertheless, all zones are depicted but the southern zones
have the same price. The aggregated net export positions
for the bidding zones in the three scenarios are shown in
Fig. 4. The results for the scenario “NTC” are shown in
Fig. 6 in Appendix 3.

The first comparison regards the impact of increasing
the minimum capacity threshold (minRAM) for the CWE
region. Keeping everything else constant, the net export po-
sitions, mean prices and binding grid constraints are com-
pared for an increased minRAM level from 20% (FB1) to
70% in (FB2).

Most prominent is the change in the French bidding zone.
The average electricity price increases by up to 11%, due
to an increased export position, which grows by 9%. Prices
in Belgium, Spain, the Netherlands and Portugal also show
increased levels. In the southern Nordic zones prices de-
crease, which is induced by lower prices in Germany, with-
out a significant change of net positions. The Baltic coun-
tries, Central and Eastern Europe and the Balkan zones also
show reduced price levels compared to the 20% minRAM
scenario.

The increased minRAM reduces the number of binding
grid elements. This mostly affects intra-zonal constraints in
Belgium and Germany, which are no longer in any hour
restricting the market. This demonstrates the effectiveness
of minimum trading capacities to reduce the importance for
internal lines for the market clearing. Figure 5 shows that
the majority of binding lines in the scenario with a min-
RAM of 70% are inter-connectors or adjacent elements.
Another important result is the share of constraints being
replaced by the minRAM condition. The minRAM share in
Table 3 is indicating the number of CNECs that are subject
to minRAM, i.e. where the available capacity for trading
would be lower than allowed by the regulator. As antici-
pated, the number of replaced constraints increases from
16% in “FB1” to more than 50% with a higher minRAM
in “FB2”.

The difference between scenarios “FB2” and “FB3” is
the extension of FBMC from CWE to the Core region, then
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Fig. 3 Average Price in C/MWh for each bidding zone in the scenarios FB1 (a), FB2 (b) and FB3 (c)

Fig. 4 Net export position for each bidding zone in TWh in the scenarios FB1 (a), FB2 (b) and FB3 (c)

covering a major part of the coupled European electricity
markets in scenario “FB3”. For bidding zones in Western
Europe the effects are similar to the higher level of min-
RAM in CWE, with further increasing prices in France,
Great Britain and Spain. Consumers in Romania and Hun-
gary profit the most with regard to price levels. Despite
not being part of the FB region, the southeastern European
zones also show reduced price levels. Polish prices and
net positions are mainly determined by the external import
constraint, which makes the results comparably stable. The
Nordic zones are almost not affected. Prices in the Baltic
zones and some Central European zones increase slightly,
making it difficult to identify a general trend. Interestingly,
countries connected through NTCs to the FB region show
relatively constant results across the investigated scenarios.

This indicates that, while the distribution among members
of the FB region changes, the fundamental exchange pat-
terns from and to the FB region remain unchanged in the
calculations. For the binding grid elements, the effect is also
similar to the observations in the CWE scenarios. Increased
levels of minRAM reduce the number of binding constraints
and push considered grid elements towards the inter-con-
nectors, which are heavily impacted by cross-border flows.
The total number of constraints is highly sensitive to the
extension of the flow based region from CWE to Core as
shown in the third column of Table 3. As each line gener-
ates two constraints (one for the flow in each direction), the
number of RAM is twice the number of relevant network
elements. The total number of RAMs in the model varies
between 16.7 million for CWE and 28.3 million for the Core
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Fig. 5 Number of hours when
CNECs are binding for different
levels of minRAM; 20% in
scenario FB1 (a) and 70% in
scenario FB2 (b) for FBMC
applied in the CWE region

region. The number of CNECs also varies widely between
hours, indicating the different utilization of the grid in dif-
ferent situations. The minimum number of CNEC in one
hour over all scenarios is 996, while the maximum occurs
in the Core scenario consisting of almost 15,600 constraints
in a single hour.

The highly volatile number of constraints indicates that
the possible exchange might be limited differently in chang-
ing grid conditions, i.e. they depend on the supply and load
distribution in the grid. This is increasingly important in
energy systems with high shares of RES, where supply
depends upon volatile weather conditions and demand is
more and more flexible due to new and flexible consumers.
This makes the suitability of static NTCs, as they are of-
ten applied in scenario-based analysis of the energy sys-
tem, highly questionable. Besides the aggregated implica-
tions presented here, this might result in more frequently
changing operational patterns for power plants, with impli-
cations for life-time and flexibility needs, which should be
addressed in further research.

Compared to the most restrictive scenario “FB1”, which
resembles FBMC in CWE until 2020 and is already found to
increase transmission levels compared with the NTC mar-
ket coupling, which was in operation beforehand ( CWE
TSOs (2015)), the target scenario for the European internal
market (FB3) with FBMC introduced in the Core region
and a minRAM of 70% shows decisive differences with re-
gard to prices and net export positions, both most notably
visible in France. The difference in average price is up to
13%, indicating increased export of relatively cheap nuclear
energy. Indeed this impression is confirmed by a difference
in net position of 10% between the two scenarios.

A last remark regards the difference between the FB
results and the NTC market outcome, where a surprisingly
large discrepancy is visible. French price levels and net
positions in the scenario “NTC” are most closely resembled
by the Core scenario with a minRAM of 70% (FB3). For
possible reasons and implications, see Sect. 5.

5 Critical review andwider implications

Although the model accounts for the most important aspects
of the market coupling process to assess the differences in
parameter choice, the presented approach is not without
limitations. The biggest limitation stems from the transmis-
sion network model. The model is a static representation
for the entire calculated year. Moreover, the topology is re-
duced to one bus bar per voltage level and substation. This
reduces the ability to account for topology adjustments car-
ried out by the grid operators.

Furthermore, the considered contingencies only consist
of line and transformer outages. Generator outages or fail-
ures of HVDC lines as well as contingencies of multiple el-
ements are not considered. However, comparing the FBMC
results with the NTC outcome, the results of the power flow
studies seem to be rather too restrictive in the FB cases.
Additional constraints from more sophisticated outage con-
sideration would restrict the FB domain even further.

The power plant outages are modelled according to the
historic 2016 outages to be consistent with the weather year.
While this helps to account for e.g. low river levels and re-
sulting non-availability, no data is included for power plants
commissioned after 2016. In the considered scenario year,
this leads to underproduction for units, which showed above
average outages in 2016, while overestimating the produc-
tion of plants without any modelled outages. On the aggre-
gated bidding zone level, these effects can assumed to be
minor.

Uncertainties, with regard to load, wind and solar gener-
ation as well as outages are neglected in the model, which
uses perfect foresight. Also not accounted for are the intra-
day and reserve markets. While the the impact of reserves
is neglected, the approach partly accounts for the intraday
price effects, by clearing the entire electricity demand in
the Day-Ahead time frame.

Finally, the calculations show that the FB scenarios
mostly show lower exchanges than the NTC reference
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Table 3 Numerical Scenario
data

Scenario minRAM share #RAM max#RAM/h min#RAM/h

NTC – – – –

FB1 16% 16,699,166 14,050 996

FB2 54% 16,699,166 14,050 996

FB3 44% 28,323,080 15,596 1,718

case, especially with regard to the French net position. This
is an effect already reported by Marjanovic et al (2018),
who attribute it to a misfit of the NTCs and the grid sce-
nario. Apart from this, there are two possible explanations
for this supposed contradiction. One is the conservative op-
erating voltage assumed, when calculating the flow limits of
the lines. These are based on 380 and 220kV respectively,
while in reality many lines are operated above nominal
voltage. An increase of 10% would equally increase line
limits and allow for larger exchanges.

Looking at the CNEC loading graphs in Fig. 5, a rela-
tively large number of lines in Belgium are binding. The
grid operator in Belgium, is already applying Dynamic Line
Rating (DLR) in the CWE FBMC and is expected to use this
tool intensively in the future. DLR allows for dynamically
allocating lower or higher flow limits on particular lines, de-
pending on the current weather conditions (radiation, tem-
perature, wind speed). This allows for potentially higher
flows on the lines, especially in hours where large amounts
of wind energy are fed into the grid, in contrast to the static
ratings applied in the presented approach throughout the
year. Finally, the assumptions under which the NTCs for
the scenario were calculated are not known do the author.
This might affect the eastern European regions, where the
exchanges are systematically overestimated, which might
be due to missing minRAM consideration in the NTC cal-
culation for these regions.

The analysis results in three key insights:

1. Increased minimum trading capacities lead to more ex-
change, hence more base load capacity can be used. This
usually consists of nuclear or lignite power plants. In
the analysed scenarios, the strongest impact on the Euro-
pean energy mix is the increased French nuclear position,
where larger trading capacities allow for additional out-
put of up to 10TWh. To put this into perspective, when
comparing a scenario with or without minRAM, the dif-
ference in CO 2 free generation could amount to around
100TWh over the course of 10 years (around 15% of an-
nual electricity demand in Germany today), which might
have significant implications when evaluating the sce-
nario.

2. Increased minRAM also reduces the amount of binding
grid elements, which are shifted towards the inter-con-
nectors. In this context, it might be tempting to consider
market coupling approaches sufficient, which exclusively

use inter-connector capacities in whichever form for
market coupling. However, the intra-zonal distribution
of flows, which results from the geospatially referenced
supply and demand sources has a decisive impact on the
FB domain, as shown by the changing number of binding
constraints in the different hours of the year. Due to the
more and more prominent effect of RES in the system,
dynamic market coupling constraints, which consider the
specific grid situation, have to be taken into account to
represent the energy system adequately.

3. When analysing the effect of extending the FBMC re-
gion from CWE to Core, or in general comparing FBMC
against NTC market coupling, care has to be taken con-
cerning the NTC values, which are applied in the compar-
ison. Poorly chosen NTCs or values inconsistent with the
grid expansion state, make the comparison difficult and
could lead to unintuitive results. This is also confirmed
by Marjanovic et al (2018).

6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this article, a framework to model Flow Based Mar-
ket Coupling (FBMC) for the internal European Electric-
ity Market is presented. The developed framework is used
to study the impact of different minimum transfer capaci-
ties (minRAM) for FBMC and compare its application in
the Central Western Europe and the extended Core region,
where FBMC is going to be introduced in the near future.
FBMC is the target method for market coupling in Europe,
but not considered in many studies, which analyse future
scenarios of the European energy system. When working
with such system studies, practitioners should be aware of
the differences the market coupling method brings along
and the implications for the market results. The presented
results show that larger minRAM increase price conver-
gence in the flow based region, while also reducing the
number of relevant constraints for the market coupling pro-
cess. Larger minRAM reduce the number of binding con-
straints in the market outcome, especially the number of
internal grid elements as it is intended by the introduc-
tion of minRAM. This allows for more base load genera-
tion across Europe, which also affects emissions depending
on the composition of the power plant fleet. In particular,
the difference in minRAM level and geographic scope of
the area, where FBMC is applied can account for price
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differences of up to 13%. In the specific scenario anal-
ysed, the increased base load generation mainly consists of
emission free nuclear output in France, which increases by
up to 10TWh. This clearly highlights the important role,
which exchange capacities play in energy system scenar-
ios. Due to changing utilization patterns in the grid because
of weather dependant generation from renewable sources,
dynamic market coupling constraints need to be considered
instead of static values for net transfer capacities (NTC)
in order to adequately represent the energy system. For the
comparison of NTC and FBMC in future scenarios, care has
to be taken with regard to NTC selection, as they have to
represent a grid expansion state consistent with the scenario
analysed. With regard to future work, the insights from the
literature that welfare implications need to be considered
across the entire congestion management process, should
be investigated in the Core region, to quantify shifts in
welfare distribution between FBMC and NTC and the im-
plications of minRAM on the grid operation and congestion
management. Finally, future research should focus on the
integration of dynamic line rating into Flow Based Market
Coupling and the economic effects, as this methodology
promises enormous potential for increased flow limits in
the majority of market situations.
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Appendix

Market Model Formulation

The market coupling problem for each market time unit
(e.g. hour) can be formulated as a linear optimization prob-
lem with the objective of maximizing social welfare given
by Eqs. 1–13.
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Where .q
d;k
i ; p

d;k
i / is the i th offer in the demand curve

of the bidding zone k, consisting of quantity q and price p,
.q

s;k
j ; p

s;k
j / is the j th offer in the supply curve of the bid-

ding zone k, consisting of quantity q and price p and tkl
is the transit from bidding zone k to bidding zone l . N k

d
is

the number of demand offers in zone k, N k
s is the number

of supply offers in zone k and Z is the number of zones.
FB is the set of zones where FBMC is applied, NTC is the
Net transfer capacity between zones, and NTCk; CSet is
the transfer limit from zone k to zones l in a set C where
coordinated NTCs are applied. CNEC is the critical net-
work elements including those in contingency cases, RAM
the remaining available margin in the two flow direction on
each critical network element, zPTDF is the zonal Power
Transfer Distribution Factor which approximates the linear
flow distribution under the assumptions of the Generation
Shift Keys on the CNECs and NP are the net export po-
sition of the respective zone. pch

i and pch
i are the charging

and discharging quantity respectively of storage unit i in
timestep t , which reflect the bidding quantities of storage
units in Eqs. 1 and 2. SOC is the state of charge of storage
units, �ch

i ; �dch
i the efficiency of charging and discharging

respectively of storage unit i , inflow is the external inflow
into storages.
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Nomenclatura

AC Alternating Current
CNE Critical Network Element
CNEC Critical Network Element under a Contingency
CWE Central Western Europe, Capacity Calculation

Region
CEE Central Eastern Europe, Capacity Calculation

Region
ENTSO-E European association for the cooperation of

transmission system operators for electricity
FB flow based
FBMC Flow Based Market Coupling
GSK Generation Shift Key
kV kilo Volt
NTC Net Transfer Capacities
NP Net export position
PTDF Power Transfer Distribution Factor
RAM Remaining Available Margin
minRAM minimum threshold for Remaining Available

Margin
MIQP Mixed-Integer Quadratic Program
HVDC High Voltage Direct Current
RES Renewable energy source
TWh Terawatt hour

Additional results—Scenario “NTC”

(Fig. 6)

Fig. 6 Results for scenario
“NTC”. Net position in TWh (a)
and Average Price in C/MWh
for each bidding zone
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